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On the Step Response of the DCT
J. P. Andrew and P. O. Ogunbona
Abstract—We show that the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is the best
orthogonal transform, in terms of energy packing efficiency, for coding
input steps of uniformly distributed random phase. Over sufficiently small
block sizes, edges in an image can be modeled as such step inputs. This
characteristic of the DCT, coupled with its high energy packing efficiency
for highly correlated data, helps explain the impressive performance of
the DCT for image compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is widely regarded that the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is
the optimum block transform for image compression purposes. In [1,
p. 108] it is stated that: “. . . the balance of opinion tends to be that
images, by and large, contain areas of relatively constant luminance
separated by sharp discontinuities.” The “relatively constant” areas
of image intensity are well modeled by a highly correlated source.
Various theoretical results have shown that the DCT is (near) optimum
for the encoding of such sources. For example, for a first-order autore-
gressive (AR(1)) source, the DCT is asymptotically equivalent to the
Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT), the optimum block transform in
terms of energy packing efficiency, coding gain and data decorrelation
[2, p. 30], as the correlation coefficient tends to unity [1, p. 115].
We show in this brief that the DCT is also (near) optimum for
encoding image areas that contain sharp discontinuities, modeled
as step functions. By optimum we mean the best transform among
orthogonal block transforms in terms of energy packing efficiency.
The high energy packing efficiency of the DCT for regions of
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relatively constant luminance and also in regions that contain sharp
discontinuities helps explain the impressive performance of the DCT
for image compression.
II. STEP RESPONSE OF ABLOCK TRANSFORM
The response of a FIR filterh(n) of lengthN; at timen = N; to




h(k)u(N   n0   k) (1)
whereu() is the usual step function. Assuming that the step begins at
some random, uniformly distributed, timen0 2 [1; N ]; the expected

















[N  max(k; l)]: (3)
Note thatk andl are indexed from 0 toN 1 commensurate with (1).
For typical imagery one expects that falling steps are as common
as rising steps. Proceeding as before the average energy of the filter
output at timeN assuming a falling step of the formu(n0   n) is












[1 + min(k; l)]: (4)
It is straight forward to show thatu0kl = uN 1 k;N 1 l or U
0 =
JUJ whereJ is the counter-identity matrix (ones on the antidiagonal
and zeros elsewhere). The expected energy assuming that rising and










whereS = (U + JUJ)=2: It is worth noting thatS is the Toeplitz
correlation matrix of a source that generates such random phase and
orientation steps.
Consider a block transform of sizeN with input (vector) a step
of arbitrary phase and orientation as described above. The expected










where ak is the kth transform basis vector, noting that the inner
product ofak and the input vector is equivalent to the output of a
filter whose coefficients are given by the elements of the vectorJak
(at time n = N):
For transform coding of images, usually relatively small image
blocks are transformed separately. For blocks that contain edges, in
one-dimension at least, it is reasonable to assume that the block can
be modeled as a step of some uniformly distributed random phase
and orientation. Hence we consider the average energy in (6) as the
average energy of coefficientk of a one-dimensional transform of an
image block that contains an edge.
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III. ENERGY PACKING EFFICIENCY AND THE OPTIMUM TRANSFORM
The energy packing efficiency (EPE) of an orthogonal transform

















whereM <N: For orthogonal transforms, maximizing the energy
packing efficiency is equivalent to minimizing the mean square error
when only the firstM transform basis vectors are used in the
reconstruction of a data vector [2, p. 29]. Energy packing efficiency is
also closely related to coding gain. These measures have been used to
compare different transforms for image compression using a suitable
input model, usually a highly correlated AR(1) source. (For example
see [1, pp. 123–133] and [2, pp. 122–127]).
Theak that maximize (7) can be solved for in an iterative fashion.
First, forM = 1; we finda0 that maximizes (7); then, forM = 2; we
find a1 than maximizes (7) under the constraint thata1 is orthogonal
to a0 and so on. It can be shown that the optimum basis vectors
are given by the eigenvectors of the source correlation matrix [2,
p. 29], which in our case isS: This transform is termed the KLT,
and (for zero mean sources) also has the maximum coding gain and
decorrelates the data. It is well known that the DCT (among other
sinusoidal transforms) is asymptotically equivalent to the KLT, as
the block size tends to infinity, for sources with Toeplitz correlation
matrices (as in our case).We show that the DCT is the KLT, under a
constraint on the DC component of the transform basis vectors, for
the source in question, for any block size.
For image coding purposes it is generally regarded that for any
transform, or in fact any filter bank, the non-DC basis vectors
must have a zero DC component [1, p. 117], [3]. As an alternative
motivation we can think of the step inputs as being much longer
thanN samples, and the transform operating onN -sample blocks of
this input. While the input is constant, for optimum energy packing
efficiency we require that only the DC transform component be
nonzero. This is equivalent to forcing the non-DC basis vectors
to have zero DC component. Under this constraint we can write
ak = Bxk (k = 1;    ; N   1) whereB is any basis matrix of
zero DC component vectors, andxk is an arbitrary vector of length
N   1: Basis vectora0(k = 0) is then uniquely determined as a
constant vector, the only vector orthogonal to all the otherak:
The problem of finding the zero DC component orthogonal trans-






Bxl = kl l = 1;    ; k (8)
and kl is the Kronecker delta. As described above we solve this
in an iterative fashion fork = 1;    ; N1: The solution to (8) is
independent of the choice ofB; as long asB represents the required
basis (of zero DC component vectors). Thus we can select a basis




2 i = j
 1=p2 i = j + 1
0 else
(9)
whereB is of sizeN  (N   1): Using this basis matrix it can be
shown thatBTSB = I=2N; whereI is the identity matrix.
A further substitution is now made to simplify the maximization
problem. Letxk = V yk whereV is a matrix whose columns are
the eigenvectors ofBTB: Also, let  = diag(1;    ; N 1) be
Fig. 1. Energy packing efficiency using a step edge source for the uncon-
strained optimum transform, zero-DC constrained optimum transform (DCT)
and WHT for block sizeN = 8.
the diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigenvalues. SinceBTB is
symmetric,V is orthogonal and anyxk can be written in this form.
The optimization problem then becomes
maxfyTk ykg=2N where yTkyl = kl l = 1;    ; k:
(10)




k n = k
0 n 6= k (11)
wheren = 1;    ; N   1 and vectory is of lengthN   1: Therefore,
the optimumxk are such that
p
kxk is thekth eigenvector ofBTB:
Now, BTB is a (N   1) (N   1) tridiagonal matrix, given in [4,
(23) with 22 = 1 and = 0.5]. It follows that the eigenvectors and







k =1  cos k
N
(12)





xk(n+ 1) n = 0
xk(n+ 1)  xk(n) n = 1;    ; N   2
 xk(N   1) n = N   1
:
(13)








































which is kth DCT basis vector [2, p. 11 (DCT-II)]. The DC basis
vector a0 is a constant vector and is equivalent to the DCT DC
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basis vector. The expected energy associated with the DCT coefficient








which is decreasing for increasingk: Since the expected energy of
the DC coefficient is greater than that of the other coefficients, the
ordering of the DCT basis vectors according to their energy packing
efficiency is the same as the usual ordering according to sequency.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have shown that the optimum transform for the encoding of
arbitrary phase steps, under the constraint that the non-DC basis
vectors have zero DC component, is the DCT. This is contrary to
the intuition that transforms such as the Walsh Hadamard transform
(WHT) would be better than the DCT. The EPE of the DCT
and WHT is shown in Fig. 1, for a transform block sizeN =
8. It is evident that the DCT significantly outperforms the WHT.
Interestingly enough the Haar transform performs identically to the
WHT. Also shown in Fig. 1. is the EPE of the optimum transform
with no DC constraint. It is evident that the zero-DC component
constraint does not significantly degrade the performance of the
optimum transform.
It is possible to suppose a more general form of step inputs as
 + u(n   n0); where and are fixed scalar quantities. ForS
defined as in (5) but derived using the new input model we have
BTSB = CI; for some scalar constantC: It follows that, under the
zero DC constraint, the DCT is the optimum transform for such a
general class of random phase step inputs. We note that Karhunen-
Loeve type transforms are usually derived assuming a zero mean
source, or derived from the source covariance matrix rather than the
correlation matrix. In our case, since we have constrained the basis
vectors (other than the DC vector) to have zero DC component, and
since the source has a stationary mean, using the correlation matrix
is equivalent to using the covariance matrix.
This result demonstrates that the DCT is, under the given con-
straints, (near) optimum for encoding image regions that contain
edges, in addition to the well-known property that it is (near)
optimum for encoding highly correlated areas. In this derivation
we have assumed that the transform block size is fixed. For image
coding purposes, where there are relatively few edges and the
source is generally considered to be nonstationary, it is possible
that an improvement may be obtained using variable block sizes.
For example, large block sizes can be used in image regions with
relatively constant luminance while small block sizes can be used in
edge regions. We have shown here, in terms of EPE, that the DCT
is the best orthogonal transform to use in edge blocks, assuming no
knowledge of where the edge occurs within a block and that any
ordering of transform coefficients is fixed.
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